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Abstract - Since the introduction of new cryptographic construct named
fuzzy vault back in 2002, there has been several successful implementations and
evaluations of it. Implementation presented in this report builds upon strengths
and weaknesses of past solutions and adds an important improvement to the im-
plementation - automatic alignment of template and query fingerprint minutiae.
To facilitate this alignment, authors have used high curvature points, derived
from fingerprint orientation field, as helper data. This data doesn’t leak any
information about template minutiae, as high curvature points are global fea-
tures of a fingerprint. Authors have also evaluated the performance of proposed
fuzzy vault. They showed considerable improvements in comparison to other ap-
proaches. On the other hand, discussion about security of this implementation
of fingerprint fuzzy vault is questionable, since it is known fact today that fuzzy
vault is vulnerable to brute force attack.

1 Introduction

Traditional cryptography, which is nowadays widely used to provide secrecy and
authenticity of information, uses one or more keys to convert a plain text to a
cipher text [1]. In other words, encryption key transforms a plain text to, more
or less, sequence of random bits that can be transformed back to a plain text
only using appropriate decryption key. Algorithms using this scheme, such as
AES and RSA, have proven to be highly secure. Security rests upon the assump-
tion that the cryptographic keys are known only to legitimate users [2]. This is
the source of the main challenge of the traditional cryptography - maintaining
the secrecy of the keys. As algorithms mentioned above need long keys (e.g. 128
bits for AES), remembering the key is not an option. One of the solutions for
this problem is to impose password authentication to control the access to the
keys. In this case legitimate user doesn’t have to remember the actual key, but
the password which he can use to access the key. On the other hand, password
introduce a new problem. If a password is too short it will be easily remembered,
but also easily broken. Long passwords are, on the other hand, hard to brake,
but also hard to remember and expensive to maintain [3]. Further, passwords
are easily lost, stolen or even guessed using aspects of social engineering [2]. All
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this creates a space for an alternative, stronger authentication schemes. In bio-
metric authentication identity is established based on anatomical and behavioral
traits like face, fingerprint, speech, eye iris, hand, etc. This kind of authentica-
tion is more reliable then password-based authentication in the sense that traits
cannot be lost or forgotten [2]. Forging traits is possible, but difficult and un-
reliable. Fuzzy vault is combination of biometrics and traditional cryptography,
combining ideas and principles from both approaches. These hybrid systems
are called biometric cryptosystems. Fuzzy vaults operate in key-binding mode,
which means that the key and the template are monolithically bound withing
the framework and authentication and key release are done in a single step [2].

Organization The rest of this report is organized as follows. Next section gives
some background and definitions that will be used in the rest of this report.
Section 3 gives an introduction to fuzzy vault in general and fingerprint-based
fuzzy vault as a specialization of general fuzzy vault. Section 4 gives an overview
on implementation proposed in [2]. Next section introduces helper data used
in [2] and fingerprint alignment that uses this helper data. Brief overview of
experimental results is given in Section 6. Vulnerability of fuzzy vault is briefly
discussed in section 7. Concluding remarks are given in the last section.

2 Background and Definitions

This section gives a brief overview on several topics of importance for fuzzy
vaults, both from aspects of biometry and cryptography (mathematics).

Fingerprint Fingerprints are believed to be unique and immutable for each
individual. In other words it is highly unlikely that two different individuals will
have the same fingerprints. This lead to a wide usage of fingerprints for identi-
fying individuals. Fingerprints are taken from people on various occasions, most
commonly when issuing personal identity card, passport or a visa.
Fingerprints are made of series of ridges and furrows on the surface of the finger.
Uniqueness can be determined by the pattern of ridges and furrows, as well as
the minutiae points [4]. Minutiae points represent local ridge characteristics that
occur at either a ridge bifurcation or a ridge ending. Figure 1 shows fingerprint
with minutiae points marked with white squares. Tails on these squares represent
the orientation of minutiae points. Figure 2 shows matching between two finger-
prints and their intra-class variability which occurs because two fingerprints are
not aligned.

Mathematical Background In implementation of fuzzy vault few mathemat-
ical concepts are extensively used. These concepts are briefly introduced here.
Firstly, all arithmetics are done in a finite field. As its name suggests, finite field
is a mathematical field that consist of finite number of elements. In implementa-
tion discussed in this paper, finite field with cardinality of 65536 or 216 elements
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Fig. 1. Fingerprint with minutiae
(taken from [3])

Fig. 2. Matching of two fingerprints:
illustration of intra-class variability
(taken from [3])

is used. Finite fields are often referred to as Galois Fields.
Unordered set is a second concept that is used in fuzzy vaults. In these sets
relative positions of set elements do not change the characteristics of the set. In
other words, unordered sets {2, -5, 1} conveys the same information as {-5, 1,
2}. Common way to think of unordered set is to think of it as a bag of elements.
Third mathematical tool used in presented implementation of fuzzy vault is
Lagrange interpolation. It is used for identifying a candidate polynomial for un-
locking the fuzzy vault. Lagrange interpolation is tool for interpolating set of
data points with an interpolation polynomial in Lagrange form. More formally,
given a set of k + 1 data points (x0,y0), ..., (xk, yk), where no xi are the
same, interpolation polynomial in the Lagrange form is a linear combination of
Lagrange basis polynomials:

L(x) :=
k∑
j=1

yj lj(x) (1)

where lj(x) is:

lj(x) :=
k∏

i=0,i6=j

x - xi
xj - xi

(2)

3 Fuzzy Vault

Fuzzy Vault concept was introduced in a paper by Juels and Sudan in 2002 [5].
Fuzzy Vault is a cryptographic construct that is designed to work with certain
features (e.g biometric features) as unordered sets. Characteristics of fuzzy vault
make it suitable for application that combine biometric authentication and cryp-
tography [1]. In such an application the advantages of cryptography, like proven
security, and convenience and non-repudiation of biometric authentication can
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by utilized. One of main motivations for fuzzy vault is the general aim of in-
creasing the security of biometric systems. Namely, in case of fingerprint-based
fuzzy vault original template is not stored in the system, but only a transformed
version of it, hence better protecting original template and increasing privacy of
the template owner.
In brief, operation of fuzzy vault can be represented as follows [3]:
Alice places a secret K in a vault and locks it with unordered set A. Bob uses
an unordered set B to (try to) unlock the vault and access secret K. Vault will
be unlocked only if A and B overlap substantially.
Substantial overlap here means that if, for example, unordered set A has 5 ele-
ments and unordered set B has 4 elements, these two sets have at least 3 elements
that are the same. To further explain operation steps of the fuzzy vault construct
a more detail example is given [1]:

1. Alice selects a polynomial p of a variable x, that encodes secret k. For exam-
ple, this encoding can be done by fixing coefficients of polynomial p according
to secret k. Let’s say that Alice chooses polynomial of a degree 2 (deg(p) =
2) and she wants to secure a secret k = {1, -3, 1}. She will encode her se-
cret into polynomial so that numbers from the secret are coefficients of the
polynomial, i.e. p(x) = x2 - 3x + 1.

2. Alice’s unordered set is A = {-1, -2, 3, 2}. This unordered set can be con-
structed from Alice’s fingerprint image, but can be obtained in some other
way too.

3. Alice computes the polynomial projections of A: {A, p(A)} = {(-1,5),(-
2,11),(3,1), (2,-1)}

4. She adds some (let’s say 2) randomly generated chaff points that do not lie
on polynomial p: C = {(0,2), (1,0)}

5. Final point set is R = {(-1,5),(-2,11),(3,1), (2,-1), (0,2), (1,0)} and represents
a fuzzy vault that Alice has constructed.

6. Bob has unordered set B = {4, 2, -2, 3}. To access secret k locked in the
vault he needs to separate at least 3 (deg(p) + 1) genuine points from R to
reconstruct p.

7. As A ∩ B = {-2, 3, 2}, which is substantial overlap, Bob is able to unlock
the vault and access the secret k

To search for polynomial p Reed-Solomon decoding algorithm is then ap-
plied. In the implementation of fuzzy vault presented in this report, Lagrange
interpolation is used for finding the candidate polynomial and CRC code for
checking if certain candidate is actually the right polynomial.

Security of fuzzy vault is based on infeasibility of polynomial reconstruction
problem. Simply put, this is a problem of solving polynomial p for the degree
d given d+1 points passing trough it. In other words, if Bob does not locate
enough points which lie on p, he cannot feasibly find the parameters of p, and
hence cannot access secret k [1]. Fuzziness in the fuzzy vault comes from the
fact that locking and unlocking entities doesn’t have to be exactly the same in
order for user to unlock the secret. In traditional cryptography if the keys are
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not exactly the same, decryption will produce useless data [1]. Implementations
of fuzzy vault, including implementation presented in this paper, have many
parameters that can be tuned, but there are three main parameters that are
present in each fuzzy vault implementation:

– r - number of points in the vault that lie on the polynomial p, also called
genuine points. In a case of fingerprint-based fuzzy vault this number repre-
sent the number of minutiae points that can be extracted from a fingerprint
in encryption phase.

– s - number of chaff points. Chaff points act as a false genuine points and
define the level of security of the vault. Larger number of chaff points make
the job of separating enough genuine points to unlock the vault more difficult.

– n - degree of polynomial p. This parameter defines the tolerance of the fuzzy
vault to errors in biometric data. If degree is greater, more genuine points
have to be separated from the vault in order to unlock it, hence less errors
can be tolerated. If the degree is smaller, less genuine points are needed,
meaning that more errors in biometric data can be tolerated in decryption
phase.

Fingerprint-based Fuzzy Vault Fingerprint-based fuzzy vault is an instance
of the general fuzzy vault that operates on the fingerprint minutiae features.
Minutiae are represented as triplets (u, v, θ), where u and v are the coordinates
of the minutiae point in the image of the fingerprint and θ represent the angle
measure between horizontal axis and the minutiae orientation. In the earlier
implementations of fingerprint-based fuzzy vault and papers published about
it, authors assumed that biometric templates (original and query template) are
pre-aligned in the decoding phase, which is unrealistic assumption. Alignment of
template and query fingerprint images is a hard problem that is elegantly solved
in the fuzzy vault implementation presented in the next section. Operation of
fingerprint fuzzy vault is nicely shown in figure 3 [2].

4 Proposed Implementation

Implementation of fuzzy vault proposed in [2] uses both location of minutiae
points in the image of the fingerprint (coordinates of minutiae point u and v) and
orientation attribute θ. By representing minutiae points with triplets, more chaff
points are possible. This makes it more difficult for attacker to separate enough
genuine points and unlock the fuzzy vault. Authors also propose a method for
automatic alignment of template and query fingerprints before decoding phase.
This method uses helper data extracted both from template and query finger-
prints. In this section brief overview of the implementation and operation steps
is given.

Encoding Process Encoding process can be divided into eight steps. Whole
process is shown on the diagram in figure 4.
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Fig. 3. Operation of fingerprint-based fuzzy vault (taken from [2])

1. Template minutiae set MT = {mT
i }, i = 1,...,NT and template helper data

set HT are firstly obtained. Also, the quality of each minutiae in template T
is estimated and set of quality values qT = {q(mT

i )}, i = 1,...,NT is obtained.
Quality of each minutiae is estimated using technique borrowed from image
quality analysis. Authors used quality index in spatial domain, where local
coherence gradients of gray, in blocks of partitioned picture of fingerprint
template, are estimated [6].

2. Minutiae points are sorted according to quality index, so that only best-
quality minutiae are selected for the vault. Also, only well separated minutiae
points are selected. In this way minutiae points will be represented as unique
values in finite field GF (216). After process described above, set of selected
minutia points SMT = {mT

j }, j =1,...,r is obtained. In this step there is
possibility of FTC (Failure To Capture) error if number of minutiae points
in fingerprint template is less then parameter r.

3. Chaff points are generated in iterative process, which adds new chaff point
to set CM = {mk}, k=1,...,s if it is well separated from chaff points already
in set CM and genuine points in selected genuine minutiae points set SM.
Chaff points are randomly chosen (i.e. u, v and θ are chosen randomly).

4. Minutiae attributes (both genuine and chaff points) are quantized and rep-
resented as bit strings of lengths Bu, Bv and Bθ. Quantization is designed
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Fig. 4. Implementation of vault encoding (taken from [2])

to account for slight variations in minutiae data. It translate each minutiae
to lie in square tessellation of the 2D image plane [1]. For example, if the
block size used in the tessellation is 7, each minutiae that has a coordinate
u in range [1,7] will be represented to have a coordinate 4. This allows for
± 3 pixel variations in the coordinates of template and query minutiae [1].
Bu, Bv, and Bθ are chosen to add up to 16, in order to be representable in
the field F = GF (216). In this way genuine and chaff points are encoded in
the field and 2 sets are obtained: genuine point set X = {xj}, j = 1,...,r and
chaff point set Y = {yk}, k = 1,...,s.

5. A 16-bit CRC code is appended to secret K to obtain K ′ containing 16(n+1)
bits, where n is the the degree of the encoding polynomial. Authors used IBM
CTC-16 CRC codes in the implementation.

6. K ′ is encoded into a polynomial p of degree n in finite field F by partition-
ing it into (n + 1) non-overlapping 16-bit values c0,..., cn. These are the
coefficients of polynomial p.

7. Polynomial p is evaluated at all the points in selected minutiae set X : p(X )
= {p(xj)}, j =1,...,r. In this way locking set L = (xj , p(xj)), j =1,...,r is
obtained. Next, set Z = {zk}, k=1,...,s is obtained randomly, such that zk ∈
F and zk 6= p(yk). According to this, set of chaff points in field F is obtained
as C = {(yk,zk)}, k=1,...,s. First version of the vault is then obtained as V ′

= L ∪ C.
8. Finally, vault V ={(ai,bi)}, i=1,...,t is obtained by randomly reordering V ′,

where t = r + s. Only vault V and helper data H T are stored in the system.

Decoding Process Decoding process can be divided into 6 basic steps. Whole
decoding process is shown in figure 5.

1. Template minutiae set MQ = {mQ
i }, i = 1,...,NQ and query helper data

set HQ is firstly obtained. Also, the quality of each minutiae in query Q is
estimated and set of quality values qQ = {q(mQ

i )}, i = 1,...,NQ is obtained.
Estimation of quality is done in the same fashion as in encoding phase.

2. Aligned query minutiae set MAQ = {mAQ
i }, i = 1,...,NQ is obtained. ICP

(Iterative Closes Point) algorithm is used to align MQ using helper data.
Alignment process will be briefly covered in later sections.
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Fig. 5. Implementation of vault decoding (taken from [2])

3. Based on the estimated quality of each minutiae in query Q, r minutiae from
MAQ are selected and in this way set SMQ = {mQ

j }, j =1,...,r is obtained.
Selected minutiae are well separated as defined in encoding process. This
will result in unique encoding of minutiae in the field F. In this step there is
also a possibility of a FTC (Failure To Capture) error if NQ ¡ r.

4. Most complicated and important step in vault decoding is filtering chaff
points from the vault. This sub-process is shown in figure 6. To filter chaff
points, abscissa values of the vault are firstly represented as 16-bit strings.
To decode the minutiae points, these strings are then partitioned into 3 sub-
strings of lengths Bu, Bv and Bθ and then converted into quantized minutia
attribute values u, v and θ. In this way, set MV = {mV

i }, i=1,...,t, where mi

= (ui, vi, θi) is obtained. Next, coarse filter is applied, which marks a points
mi from MV as a chaff point if the minimal distance between mi and all
selected minutiae in the query mQ

i ∈ SMQ is less then a tunable parameter
δ2. In this way set SMV = {mV

k }, k = 1,...,k is created. Finally, minutiae
matcher algorithm is applied in order to find correspondences between SMV

and SMQ. Only elements of SMV with correspondences in SMQ are added
to unlocking set L′ = {a′i, b′i}, where i=1,...,r′ and 0 ≤ r′ ≤ r. If r′ < (n+1),
where n is a degree of polynomial used for encoding, the decoding process will
result in authentication failure, since insufficient number of genuine points
were separated from vault to conduct Lagrange interpolation. If r′ ≥ (n+1)
next step in decoding, which is Lagrange interpolation, can be conducted.

5. For conducting Lagrange interpolation step all possible (n+1) subsets L′′

of L′ are considered. Lagrange interpolation is then used on subset L′′ and
candidate polynomial p∗(x) = c∗nx

n + c∗n−1x
n−1+...+c∗0 is obtained.

6. Finally, coefficients of the candidate polynomial p∗(x) are concatenated to
obtain 16(n+1)-bit candidate secret K∗. CRC code is then applied to K∗

and if there is no error, correct secret K is unlocked. If not, next subset L′′

of unlocking set L′ is considered.
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Fig. 6. Filtering the chaff points (taken from [2])

5 Helper Data and Fingerprint Alignment

First step in matching to fingerprints is to align them. This is a difficult prob-
lem in any fingerprint-based authentication system and is even more difficult in
fuzzy vault, since original fingerprint template is not available during authenti-
cation, but only transformed version of it. In [2] authors proposed a method for
automatic alignment of template and query fingerprints using, so called, helper
data. In this section both extraction of helper data from template and query
fingerprints and alignment are briefly discussed.

Helper Data Extraction Authors of [2] used high curvature points of field
flow curve as helper data for alignment of fingerprints. Orientation field flow
curve consists of linear segments whose tangent direction in any point is parallel
to the orientation field direction at that point [2]. As shown in figure 7, algorithm
for helper data extraction consist of four steps:

1. Orientation field estimation
2. Extraction of flow curves - flow curves are very similar to fingerprint ridges,

but their extraction is not effected by discontinuity of the ridges. Flow curve
represent a set of points {lj}, j = 1,...,J, where J is number of points in
curve and lj = (λj , µj) is a point in fingerprint image.

3. Determining maximum curvature points - curvature value ω of a point lj in
a flow curve is determined as ωlj = 1 - cosαlj . Here α is an angle between
the tangents to the flow curve at the points lj−θ and lj+θ, where θ is the
tunable sampling interval of the flow curve (e.g. 5 pixels). This process is
illustrated in figure 8.

4. Clustering of high curvature points

In order to determine which point of flow curve will be added to helper data,
curvature values are estimated and local maximums in the curvature are de-
tected. Points whose local maximum is greater then certain tunable threshold σ
(authors used value of 0.3 in experiments) is then marked as a high curvature
point and added to helper data as a tuple h = (λ, µ, ω).
High curvature points are global features of the fingerprint and they are not
connected directly with minutiae points that constitute template data. Hence,
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helper data constructed in this way does not reveal any information about minu-
tiae attributes.

Fig. 7. Helper data extraction (taken from [2])

Fig. 8. Determination of high curvature points (taken from [2])

Helper Data Based Alignment In implementation presented in this paper
ICP (Iterative Closest Point) algorithm was used together with extracted helper
data HT and HQ in order to estimate the transformation F, that will be then
applied to template and query fingerprints in order to align them. In other
words, the goal of the alignment process is to align the query minutiae set with
the enrollment template. ICP algorithm has three main steps [7]:

1. Center of mass of points in HQ is translated so that it coincides with the
center of mass of points in HT
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2. Set of correspondences between points in HT and HQ is computed. These
correspondences are in fact a kind of (curvature based) distance between hTi
= (λTi , µ

T
i , ω

T
i ) and hQi = (λQi , µ

Q
i , ω

Q
i ) which is calculated as:

d(hTi , h
Q
i ) =

√
(λTi − λ

Q
i )2 + (µTi + µQi )2 + α|ωTi − ω

Q
i | (3)

and where α is a tunable parameter that determines the contribution of
curvature value to correspondences (curvature based distance). This step is
done until the convergence or maximum number of iterations.

3. Transformation that minimizes the mean square error between the paired
points is computed and applied to HT and HQ.

Transformed query template, that is aligned with enrollment template, is
then used in vault decoding process as previously explained in section 4.

6 Experimental Results

Authors conducted an extensive experimental evaluation of proposed implemen-
tation of fuzzy vault. Performance was evaluated on two fingerprint databases
using 3 scenarios for vault implementation, where number of impressions used
for encoding and decoding the vault was varied. Also, other parameters of the
vault, namely r, n, t, s, δ, σ, etc. were varied. Authors used usual metrics for
the evaluation: Failure To Capture Rate (FTCR), Genuine Accept Rate (GAR)
and False Accept Rate (FAR). General outcome of the experiments conducted
is that results of proposed implementation of fuzzy vault are better then ear-
lier proposed implementations of fuzzy vault, with GAR going up to 97% and
FAR being 0% for some scenarios. For details on experimental setup and detail
discussion on the results of experiments we refer the reader to original paper [2].

7 Vulnerability of Fuzzy Vault

In this section short discussion about vulnerability of proposed implementation
of fuzzy vault is given. In [2] authors have discussed that brute force attack
on the vault, where number of genuine points is 24 and chaff points 200, will
potentially have to check 3.3 ×1015 possible combinations, where 1.3 ×106 will
successfully decode the secret. In other words, probability that a combination of
points will decode a secret is 4 ×10−10. Taking into consideration that expected
number of combinations that will have to be evaluated to unlock the vault is 2.5
×109, this will result in around 13 years of computation. Authors also give some
hints how proposed implementation could be attacked. In discussed fuzzy vault
implementation one of the assumptions is that distribution of minutiae in fin-
gerprint image is uniform, which is not true in general case. Attacker might use
statistical model for the minutiae distribution, which tend to come in clusters,
to classify them and then brute-force attack perceived genuine points. Gener-
ally speaking, security of the proposed implementation of fuzzy vault is based
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on number of chaff points and on the parameters of the vault, that have to be
carefully tuned. In conclusion, one can notice that serious discussion about the
security of proposed scheme is missing in this, otherwise, excellent journal paper.
In [8] author showed that brute force attack against fingerprint fuzzy vault can
be done in much shorter time then earlier thought. Proposed attack can recover
secret S in R = C ·(r/t)·k, where C < 8k ·log2(k) (cost of Lagrange interpolation
of a polynomial of degree k). In earlier works authors claimed that, with care-
fully chosen parameters of the vault, one can achieve security of O(269). With
the brute force attack proposed in [8], applied on fuzzy vault implementation
described in [7], secret can be retrieved in about O(236), which is feasible time
for today’s computers. In other words, fuzzy vault implementations, like one dis-
cussed in this report, are broken. Author of [8] also proposes some improvements
to increase the security of fuzzy vault: using more fingerprints for creating the
vault, non-random chaff points using hexagonal grid, etc.

Finally, during seminar presentation another possible attack was discussed.
Namely, if attacker succeeds in obtaining two different versions of the fuzzy
vault constructed from biometric data of the same person and using the same
construction (encoding) method, he could identify enough genuine points by
putting two set of vault points on top of each other (overlapping two vaults) and
identifying pairs of matching points. This attack will work only if the generation
of chaff points is random, since most of the chaff points from one vault would
not have a match in the other vault and in this way would be distinguished from
genuine points. On the other hand, if generation of chaff points is not random,
like proposed in [8], chaff points from one vault will also probably match with
some chaff point in other vault, making it very hard for attacker to identify
genuine points. It is, of course, another problem how to obtain two versions
vaults in the first place.

8 Conclusion

This report presented an implementation of a biometric cryptosystem called
fuzzy vault. After an introduction to general fuzzy vault, implementation pro-
posed in [2] was introduced in detail, both encoding and decoding phases, as
well as a technique used for automatic alignment of fingerprint templates. Ex-
perimental evaluation and vulnerability were discussed briefly.
Idea presented in this report is indeed very elegant and sophisticated. On the
other hand, authors did not provide enough proof of security of their scheme. In
the end, other authors have proven that this type of fuzzy vault implementation
can be tackled by a simple brute force attack. This calls for further research and
new ideas. It would be interesting to see new implementations of fuzzy vault
that will be resistant to currently successful attacks and will perhaps find usage
in real-world applications.
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